What has the night time to do with the Girl.

Words by WILLIAM JEROME. Music by JEAN SCHWARTZ.

Valse moderato.

Of the stars now-a-days they keep handing out praise, and the
Love is always the same, and it's really a shame to keep

something applies to the moon, Of the glories of night we are
harp-ing on Venus and Mars, Tho' they swear that it's blind, still it's

told with delight by the ten-or who sings out of tune, Of the
easy to find without aid from the moon or the stars. Why a
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bench in the dell, they still lovingly tell
and the kisses they kiss
in the dark quickly kindles a spark,
causes Cupid at

stole on the sly
But love is a game we could once to appear
His sly little dart it can

play just the same, if there wasn't a star in the sky. Oh!
puncture a heart, yes at any old time of the year. Oh!

Chorus.

what has the nighttime to do with the girl, girl,

What has the nighttime &c 3.
What has the star light to do with your pearl,

between me and you any old time will do for a whirl, whirl, whirl. It isn't the night that brings you delight, It's the girl, girl, girl.